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Boletín de Oportunidades de Cooperación: TIC 11/9/2020
Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Búsquedas de Socios
[German-Korean joint R&D project] A Korean company specialised in high precision processing
technology is looking for a German partner, capable of developing high-speed auto-array
distributor and conveyor control system.
Update: 2020-09-07 - Deadline: 2020-10-15
A Korean company specialised in high precision proceeding technology is looking for a partner
for a German-Korean joint R&D project. The main goal is to develop loading/unloading
collaborative robot, aiming at handling atypical and handle-with-care freights. Thus, a German
company specialised in high-speed auto-array distributor and conveyor control system could be a
potential partner for the project. The deadline for proposal submission is 30 October 2020.
Eureka - A Turkish company is looking future R&D partners that are experienced in enviromental
design for a Eurostars project to create a system which allows to use different measurement and
recording devices to evaluate obtained data instantly.
Update: 2020-09-11 - Deadline: 2020-12-01
A Turkish company specialized in environmental design and operating recreation areas such as
pools, jogging paths, bicycle paths, picnic areas, and green areas are looking for R&D partners
that are experienced in environmental design, GIS systems, and Eurostars projects to submit a
proposal for the Eurostars Program to create a SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) system which allows the company to evaluate the data obtained through the SCADA
system in an integrated GIS system.
H2020-EIC-FTI-2018-2020: Hungarian company developing, manufacturing and marketing retail
security solutions is looking for a partner to carry out semiconductor development
Update: 2020-09-04 - Deadline: 2020-10-07
A Hungarian manufacturer of retail security solutions is developing a novel theft prevention
system for fashion retailers. The system is a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based
Electronic Article Surveillance solution using a novel RFID chip concept. The company seeks a
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partner for under a proposal for the H2020 EIC-FTI-2018-2020 call to design and fabricate the
custom RFID chip to be used in the system.

Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Demandas
Co-development of applications for smart farming using 5G connections
Update: 2020-09-03 - Deadline: 2021-09-04
A Dutch telecom company with a 5G network for SME customers is interested in co-development
and supporting new smart farming applications with the use of 5G technology. The company is
looking for open innovation cooperation in offering solutions. Companies specialised in
sensoring/IoT, data engineering, artificial intelligence, augmented reality/mixed reality, visual
inspection or robotics are sought for a technical cooperation agreement or a commercial
agreement with technical assistance.
A Dutch company is looking for IT-solutions for a touchless travelling and access to facilities to
minimize Covid19 infection risk.
Update: 2020-09-07 - Deadline: 2021-09-08
A Dutch company is active within a consortium and is looking for IT-based technologies and
expertise to develop a biometric and touch-less travelling tool. The company is looking for a
collaboration with creative and technical partners, such as start-ups and envisions a commercial
agreement with technical assistance, a license agreement or a technical cooperation agreement.
This request is part of an open innovation challenge.

Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Ofertas
Condition monitoring and predictive maintenance of facilities in steel factories
Update: 2020-09-04 - Deadline: 2021-09-05
A German research institute is offering research and development services as well as software
solutions for the condition monitoring and predictive maintenance of facilities in steel factories. A
modular software that can be tailored to individual needs has been developed for steel-mill
drives/ powertrains, slitting line blades, etc. to reduce the maintenance cost and unplanned
downtime. Cooperation is envisaged in terms of commercial, license and/or research
agreements.
Procurement software solution is offered to monitor, measure and improve team’s performance in
both public and private sector organizations.
Update: 2020-09-08 - Deadline: 2021-09-09
A UK based SME has developed a web-based platform that provides procurement departments
with central and real-time visibility over all projects assigned to team members, the
status/progress of each project, as well as highlighting which projects are at risk of slipping. The
company seeks collaboration with international partners to further develop, improve and scale the
solution. The collaboration sought might be through a joint venture or commercial agreement with
technical assistance.
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Expertise and know-how in the field of digital transformation are offered to businesses facing the
challenges of COVID-19
Update: 2020-09-02 - Deadline: 2021-09-03
A Bulgarian IT company with know-how in the domain of digitalization, 10 years of experience in
the field and over 30 realized projects in different sectors offers its expertise to businesses facing
the challenges of COVID-19 for the purposes of their digital transformation under technical
cooperation agreement
Expertise and know-how in the field of digitalization are offered to organizations developing
projects with IT components
Update: 2020-09-02 - Deadline: 2021-09-03
A Bulgarian IT company with know-how in the domain of digitalization, 10 years of experience in
the field and over 30 realized projects in different sectors offers its expertise to organizations
under research cooperation agreement for their projects with IT components
Advanced hardware architecture which disables the execution of malware – looking for licensees
Update: 2020-09-03 - Deadline: 2021-09-04
A German SME, active as distributor and local service partner of manufacturer of electronic
devices, has developed hardware architecture which hinders the execution of malware and
enables hereby the search for the producer. The system offers several advantages in comparison
with state of the art malware detection software systems. The SME is searching for production
licensees.
Detecting current state of the congestive heart failure from heart sounds
Update: 2020-09-08 - Deadline: 2021-09-09
A Slovenian public research organization has developed a method for detecting the current state
of congestive heart failure (CHF) from heart sounds using a digital stethoscope. Patients have
periods of feeling well and periods where they notice weakness, heavy breathing, which often
requires hospital treatment. The system provides early detection of CHF worsening. Industrial
partners are sought for licensing, technical cooperation or academia partners for research
cooperation agreements.
AI technologies for industrial applications in manufacturing and product development
Update: 2020-09-08 - Deadline: 2021-09-09
A German SME develops AI solutions for and with organisations from all sectors. The use of AI
applications will be one of the preconditions for competitiveness and success, however,
especially SMEs are still not experienced in AI coding and analytic experience. Together with
their partners the German SME choses AI strategies, prepares and analyses data, implements
the strategy and trains the employees accordingly. The SME looks for a commercial agreement
with technical assistance.
Online platform for faster, broader, and more collaborative experimental psychology
Update: 2020-09-11 - Deadline: 2021-09-12
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A spinout from a renowned university in the UK has successfully launched a new platform for
designing and executing behavioural experiments online. Not only does it speed up research but
it lifts the quality and ease of teaching. Research and educational organisations (but also
industry) are invited to subscribe to the SAAS platform under commercial agreements with
technical assistance to build and deploy their own experiments.
Lightweight, high dynamic and programmable electric motion devices to halve assembly costs
while doubling machine productivity and energy efficiency
Update: 2020-09-03 - Deadline: 2021-09-04
A Swiss high-tech SME produces electric motion devices, which are highly efficient, lightweight
and programmable, with comparable price and dimension than actual pneumatic actuators. Since
the company also offers consulting services, commercial agreements with technical assistance
are sought. For the mass production of its electric direct-drive gripper, it is looking for a
manufacturing agreement. Last, a technical cooperation agreement is sought for the
improvement of its controller.
Novel ion implantation technology based on a specific energy filter for the production of
semiconductor micro-chips for devices and wafers made of silicon carbide (SiC)
Update: 2020-09-07 - Deadline: 2021-09-08
A German high-tech SME with focus on micro-engineering tools for processing semiconductors
developed a novel high-energy ion implantation technology, based on energy filter for ion
implantation (EFII), enable very precise, depth-distributed doping of any desired semiconductor
material (e.g. SiC). Seeking companies from semiconductor sector and foundries using ion
implantation or producing ion beam accelerators, for technical cooperation and commercial
agreements with technical assistance.
Light Fidelity technology to provide high speed access to quality multimedia content in public
collective transportation vehicles
Update: 2020-09-01 - Deadline: 2021-09-02
A Spanish SME with great expertise in the digital TV sector is currently implementing a
communication system based on Light Fidelity (LiFi) technology to allow access to high quality
audiovisual content in collective transportation environments. They are looking for
companies/research centers/MNEs in need of this tech/expertise to collaborate under research or
technical cooperation agreement.
COVID19 plug&play solution for fever detection based on high-precision thermal imaging
cameras
Update: 2020-09-09 - Deadline: 2021-09-10
A Spanish SME, active in the area of electronics, has developed a new plug&play solution for
fever detection based on high-precision thermal imaging cameras to measure (and identify)
quickly and accurately, the corporal temperature of humans without contact. The technology is
delivered with a traceable calibration certificate. The SME is interested in commercial
agreements with technical assistance (hospitals,logistic centers,offices...) and technical
cooperation with security service providers.
Spanish company with a disinfection technology for food and baby products is looking for
partners for its industrialization and commercialization.
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Update: 2020-09-08 - Deadline: 2021-09-09
A Spanish company in the electromedical sector has created a prototype for the disinfection of
small food items, especially suitable for the disinfection of breastfeeding equipment, but equally
effective for the disinfectant treatment of fresh plant foods prior to consumption. The company is
looking for a partner in charge of the industrialization and commercialization of the product, for its
manufacture and launch to the market.

Oportunidades de cooperación empresarial: Demandas
UK hyper ledger, block chain and cyber security company seeks class leading solutions and
implementation partners via an agency, distribution, licensing or subcontracting agreement
Update: 2020-09-02 - Deadline: 2021-09-03
Class leading data security solutions and implementation partners are sought by a UK hyper
ledger, block chain and cyber security company, specialised in implementing best in class
security solutions for compliance with international standards in defence, banking, construction,
airspace, nuclear and other industries. Working with partners via an agency, distribution,
licensing or subcontracting agreement.

Oportunidades de cooperación empresarial: Ofertas
Control cabinets for automation of small power plants and industrial automation looking for
commercial agency or subcontracting agreement
Update: 2020-09-09 - Deadline: 2021-09-10
The company from Bosnia and Herzegovina working in the field of automation offers complete
solutions for control cabinets for automation of small power plants and industrial automation, and
it is looking for a commercial agency or subcontracting agreement.
Turkish company that designs and manufactures boutique machines and electronic cards to meet
special requirements is open for financial agreements, joint ventures, distributors or commercial
agencies in EU countries
Update: 2020-09-01 - Deadline: 2021-09-02
The company which was established in 2014 in Turkey, is serving in the field of industrial
technologies, designs and manufactures machines and electronic cards to meet the specific
needs of its customers. In addition, the company has experience in embedded systems and
machine human interfaces. The company is seeking for financial agreements, joint ventures,
distributors or commercial agencies in European Union countries.
A Class leading UK hyper ledger, blockchain and cyber security company seeks new partners to
implement solutions with and subcontract for.
Update: 2020-09-08 - Deadline: 2021-09-09
A class leading UK hyper ledger, block chain and cyber security is seeking new partners and
affiliates to collaborate and subcontract with. So, company can solve more IT problems and grow
their network of partners which currently includes IBM, Wipro, Fujistu HPE, Thales and Atos and
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other leading companies. Creating systems that protect and structure data in a way that makes
things, faster easier, more detailed and creates competitive advantage.
Romanian SME company producing all sort of films is looking for new international partners
through subcontracting agreement.
Update: 2020-09-08 - Deadline: 2021-09-09
A creative film production company based in Romania, operating in the new media and creative
industries – producing films, commercials, documentaries, online video content, aerial filming,
video spot production, and video production of any kind – is looking for new partners abroad to
establish subcontracting agreements related to film and media production.
German SME is looking for a distribution partner for window motors in Southern and Eastern
Europe
Update: 2020-09-01 - Deadline: 2021-09-02
A German manufacturer of motors (chain and linear drives) for windows, light domes, fanlight
opener scissors and louvre windows is looking for partners interested in a distribution service
agreement. The partner should be interested in window automatization and could be active e.g.
in the field of ironwork for buildings/windows or the production of windows and/or profiles. The
SME offers standard drives as well as customized motors.
The Polish SME is looking for new cooperation opportunities in printed circuit board (PCB) design
and related software development under subcontracting or outsourcing agreement
Update: 2020-09-01 - Deadline: 2021-09-02
The company from south-west Poland designs electronic systems, such as modules and
microprocessor controllers. The SME specializes in creating PCB (printed circuit board) designs.
The main clients are companies from the manufacturing, industrial and medical automation
industries as well as manufacturers of rehabilitation equipment. The company is developing
dynamically and is looking for new partners from the EU region to cooperate under
subcontracting or outsourcing agreement.

ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK CANARIAS
Si identifica algún perfil de interés y quiere iniciar conversaciones y negociaciones con su propietario,
indíquenos su título y referencia e iniciaremos el procedimiento.
Si usted no desea recibir más el Boletín Electrónico de Perfiles de Cooperación vía e-mail remita un correo
a eencanarias@itccanarias.org
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